
 

Operation with the Tebis TX TX100 configurator

Tebis movement detector operation
Electrical/Mechanical characteristics: see user's instructions

Product reference Product designation
TX100 

version
TP device 
RF device 

WYT51x 1-channel movement detector  1.7.0

WYT51xC 1-channel movement detector with local 
control  1.7.0

WUT03
BCU for WYT32x, 34x, 36x pushbuttons 
and automatic switch WYT51xx  1.7.0
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The WYT51x and WYT51xC movement detectors must be used with the WUT03 bus coupler. Their main functions are:

Movement detection depending on the ambient brightness
The motion detector is sensitive to infrared rays associated with heat emitted by moving bodies. ON/OFF, dimming or scene 
commands may be sent during movement detection, depending on the ambient brightness. Removable shutters allow limiting the 
detection area to adapt the motion detector to its environment.

Ambient brightness threshold
The ambient brightness threshold is set directly on the device via a potentiometer. When the ambient brightness is below this 
threshold (darkness), the detector switches to Presence mode upon detection of a movement.

Scene and 2-level scene functions
The scene function activates a scene in the event of presence. The 2-level scene function activates a scene in the event of 
presence (movement) and another scene in the event of absence (no movement).

Lighting delay (lighting channel)
The lighting delay is fixed on the WYT51x detector and is locally adjustable on the WYT51xC detector via a potentiometer.

The Switch OFF delay is activated while switching from Absence (no movement) to Presence (movement). The motion detector 
switches back to Absence mode (no movement) at the end of the delay. Depending on the function selected, a command will be 
sent upon switching to Absence and/or Presence mode. The lighting delay can be set locally on the device's potentiometer.

Local command pushbutton and warning indicators (WYT51xC only)
The pushbutton allows switching between Automatic mode, Priority, Delayed priority and Automatic mode with priority locking 
(see table):

1. Presentation of the functions

Output mode Values
Status indication 

by indicator
Description

Authorization Automatic OFF The movement detector operates in automatic 
mode

Manual
Presence

ON
The movement detector disables automatic 
switching and sends presence or absence 
commands.Absence

Delayed manual mode

(key-press exceeding approx. 3 
seconds)

Presence Blinking

The movement detector disables automatic 
switching and sends presence commands. The 
detector automatically returns to automatic 
operation after an hour.

Manual mode automatically 
blocked

(key-press exceeding approx. 10 
seconds)

Automatic OFF

The movement detector operates in automatic 
mode.
Manual operation is not authorized.
To leave this operating mode, press the key 
again for at least 10 seconds.
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The motion detector numbering is performed in the TX100's Num mode, the brightness threshold potentiometer  must be 

turned first to the left and then to the right on .

The movement detector sends commands in a Tebis TX installation to perform the following functions:
- ON, OFF, ON/OFF, Timer.
- Emission of dimming values in the event of Presence (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%).
- Emission of dimming values in the event of Presence and Absence 

(adjustable from 0% to 100% in 10% steps).
- Scene activation (Scene 1 to 8).
- 2-level scenes: Activation of a scene in the event of presence and of another scene in the event of absence (Scenes 1 to 8).

These functions are defined during numbering or in Prog mode (standard configuration) on the TX100. The movement detector 
input can then be selected on the TX100 in Prog mode (standard configuration) and linked to the outputs.

After detector numbering (see 2.0), one of the following functions can be selected to control  output modules (dimming). 

X symbolizes a possible input or output number.

The inputs and outputs can easily be selected using the TX100's  and  keys.

The  key allows switching from the X input number zone to ? function selection

2. Movement detector numbering

3. Function selection

3.1 Lighting control function

1
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Output sideInput side
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* Presence: A movement is detected and the ambient brightness is below the threshold defined on the device.
** Absence: No movement is detected and the delay has expired. The lighting delay is reset at each new detection.

Key's possible functions Description Operation

? Not used Default value Selection of available detector functions using 
the TX100's scroll keys.

ON
The ON function switches the output 
channel (lighting) ON.
For ex..: Central ON command

In the event of a presence signal*
Closing of the output contact.

(no warning of Absence ** and no modification in the 
event of a new presence detection *).

OFF
The OFF function switches the output 
channel (lighting) OFF.
For ex..: Central OFF command

In the event of a presence signal*
Opening of the output contact.

(no warning of Absence ** and no modification in the 
event of a new presence detection *).

Switch The Switch command switches the output 
(lighting) ON or OFF.

In the event of a presence signal*
Closing of the output contact.

In Absence mode **, the output contact is open.

Timer ON

The Timer ON function switches the output 
channel (lighting) to ON for an adjustable 
time.
The ON timer duration is defined after link 
validation: 

Setting range : [0s to  24h]
Not used, 1 s, 2 s, 3 s, 5 s, 10 s, 15 s, 
20 s, 30 s, 45 s, 1 min, 1 min 15 s, 1 min 
30 s, 2 min, 2 min 30 s, 3 min,  5 min, 
15 min, 20 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 5 h, 
12 h, 24 h.
Default value: 1 min.

The output automatically switches to OFF 
when the delay has expired.

In the event of a presence signal*
The output contact switches to ON for the set time.

The delay restarts in the event of a new detection. 
The lighting delay defined on the device is not taken 
into account.

The output contact automatically switches to OFF 
when the delay has expired.

Timer OFF

The OFF Timer function switches the 
output channel (lighting) to OFF for an 
adjustable time.
The OFF timer duration is defined after link 
validation:

Setting range : [0s to  24h]
Not used, 1 s, 2 s, 3 s, 5 s, 10 s, 15 s, 
20 s, 30 s, 45 s, 1 min, 1 min 15 s, 1 min 
30 s, 2 min, 2 min 30 s, 3 min,  5 min, 
15 min, 20 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 5 h, 
12 h, 24 h.
Default value: 1 min.

The output switches to ON when the 
defined delay has expired.

In the event of a presence signal*
The output contact switches to OFF for the set time.

The delay restarts in the event of a new detection. 
The lighting delay defined on the device is not taken 
into account.
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After detector numbering (see 2.0), one of the following functions can be selected to control  output modules (dimming).

X symbolizes a possible input or output number.

The inputs and outputs can easily be selected using the TX100's  and  keys.

The  key allows switching from the X input number zone to ? function selection

* Presence: A movement is detected and the ambient brightness is below the threshold defined on the device.
** Absence: No movement is detected and the delay has expired. The lighting delay is reset at each new detection.

3.2 Lighting dimming function

Key's possible functions Description Operation

? Not used Default value Selection of available pushbutton functions using 
the TX100's scroll keys.

ON
The ON function switches on the lighting 
circuit.
For ex..: Central ON command.

In the event of a presence signal*
Switching on (at the last lighting value).

(no warning of Absence ** and no modification in the 
event of a new presence detection *).

OFF
The OFF function switches off the lighting 
circuit.
For ex..: Central OFF command.

In the event of a presence signal*
Switching OFF.

(no warning of Absence ** and no modification in the 
event of a new presence detection *).

Dimming 
value 25%

The 25% dimming function switches on 
the light to 25%.

In the event of a presence signal*
25% light dimming.

(no warning of Absence ** and no modification in the 
event of a new presence detection *).

Dimming 
value 50%

The 50% dimming function switches on 
the light to 50%.

In the event of a presence signal*
50% light dimming.

(no warning of Absence ** and no modification in the 
event of a new presence detection *).

Dimming 
value 75%

The 75% dimming function switches on 
the light to 75%.

In the event of a presence signal*
75% light dimming.

(no warning of Absence ** and no modification in the 
event of a new presence detection *).

Dimming 
value 100%

The 100% dimming function switches on 
the light to 100%.

In the event of a presence signal*
100% light dimming.

(no warning of Absence ** and no modification in the 
event of a new presence detection *).

9559

Prog

AllAuto Num

X X 

?
Input side Output side
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50%

75%
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* Presence: A movement is detected and the ambient brightness is below the threshold defined on the device.
** Absence: No movement is detected and the delay has expired. The lighting delay is reset at each new detection.

Key's possible functions Description Operation

Dimming value x% 
/ Dimming 
value y%

Switching between two adjustable 
dimming levels, x% and y%.

Each value is adjustable: From 0% 
to 100% in 10% steps.

The dimming value is defined on 
the TX100 after link validation.

Default value: 0%.

In the event of a presence signal*
x% light dimming.

In the event of an absence signal*
y% light dimming.

Switch The Switch function switches the lighting 
circuit ON or OFF.

In the event of a presence signal*
Switching on (at the last lighting value).

In the event of an absence signal **
Switching OFF.

Timer ON

The Timer ON function switches on the 
lighting circuit for an adjustable time.

The ON timer duration is defined after link 
validation:

Setting range : [0s to  24h]
Not used, 1 s, 2 s, 3 s, 5 s, 10 s, 15 s, 
20 s, 30 s, 45 s, 1 min, 1 min 15 s, 1 min 
30 s, 2 min, 2 min 30 s, 3 min,  5 min, 
15 min, 20 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 5 h, 
12 h, 24 h.
Default value: 1 min.

The output automatically switches to OFF 
when the delay has expired

In the event of a presence signal*
The output switches to ON for the set time (at the 
last lighting level). 

The delay restarts in the event of a new detection. 
The lighting delay defined on the device is not taken 
into account.

The output switches to OFF when the delay has 
expired.

Timer OFF

The Timer OFF function switches off the 
lighting circuit for an adjustable time.

The OFF timer duration is defined after link 
validation:

Setting range : [0s to  24h]
Not used, 1 s, 2 s, 3 s, 5 s, 10 s, 15 s, 
20 s, 30 s, 45 s, 1 min, 1 min 15 s, 1 min 
30 s, 2 min, 2 min 30 s, 3 min,  5 min, 
15 min, 20 min, 30 min, 1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 5 h, 
12 h, 24 h.
Default value: 1 min.

The output automatically switches to ON 
when the delay has expired.

In the event of a presence signal*
The output switches to OFF for the set time.

The delay restarts in the event of a new detection. 
The lighting delay defined on the device is not taken 
into account.

The output switches to ON (last lighting value) when 
the delay has expired.

25%

25%
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The Scene / 2-level scene function sends and stores pre-defined output values. The outputs can be of the same type or different 
types (lighting, shutters/blinds, heating, etc.). Scenes cannot be stored on the movement detector.

For example: Light ON, heating in Comfort mode.

A Scene function is assigned to the movement detector by selecting the  icon on the left part of the display (Prog mode):

[X] symbolizes a possible scene number, a possible input or output number or a possible output function.

The table below describes possible link types:

* Presence: A movement is detected and the ambient brightness is below the threshold defined on the device.
** Absence: No movement is detected and the delay has expired. The lighting delay is reset at each new detection.

3.3 Scene and 2-level scene functions

Key's possible 
scene function

Function Description
Possible action on 

output
Output operation

? Not used Default value

Selection of 
available 
pushbutton 
functions using 
the TX100's scroll 
keys.

?

to Scene 1 to 8

Various output types (lighting, 
shutters/blinds, heating setpoint 
selection, etc.) can be linked to all 
scenes (No. 1 to 8).

1 to 8 scenes can be associated 
to each movement detector.

ON/OFF

The selected scene (scene 
number) will be activated in the 
event of a presence signal *.

The devices linked to this scene 
are positioned on the value 
defined for this scene.

Separate pushbuttons must be 
used to set the value to be 
activated (for ex., 50% dimming) 
and to store this value.

Relative or absolute 
dimming

Roller shutters
Up / Down

Heating/Cooling 
adjustment

X

95

Prog

AllAuto Num

X

X X

X
Input side Output side
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* Presence: A movement is detected and the ambient brightness is below the threshold defined on the device.
** Absence: No movement is detected and the delay has expired. The lighting delay is reset at each new detection.

Note:
Output values have been pre-defined for the scenes (1 to 8) on certain specific devices; the values are fully adjustable on the 
other devices.

To check for the presence of the bus, press the pushbutton located on the mechanism:

Caution: press again on the key. This is indispensable to be able to select the function of the device.

Key's possible 
scene function

Function Description
Possible action on 

output
Output operation

2-level scenes

The 2-level scene function 
activates a scene in presence 
mode* and another scene in 
absence mode**

Value defined for scene x: 1 to 8

Value defined for scene y: 1 to 8

ON/OFF

Activation of scene x in the event 
of a presence signal*. 

Activation of scene y in the event 
of an absence signal *.

Separate pushbuttons must be 
used to set the value to be 
activated (for ex. Scene 1 
with 90% dimming and Scene 2 
with 0% dimming) and to store 
this value.

Relative or absolute 
dimming

Roller shutters
Up / Down

Heating/Cooling 
adjustment

4. Characteristics

Max. number of group addresses 252

Max. number of links 254

5. Bus presence test

X

Y

Physical addressing
key

indicator ON = Bus presence.
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Basic EIB/KNX knowledge (for example, ETS = EIB software) is required to perform programming in Expert mode.

Expert mode includes the following functions:
a. Extension of the communication system:

Grants access to the group address given during programming in Standard mode in order to set up links between a Tebis 
TX installation (TP, Funk KNX) and Hager devices such as technical alarms, displays, Internet gateways.

b. Programming of mixed installations (EIB/KNX and Tebis TX): 
Expert mode allows integrating KNX RF products in an installation parameterised with ETS.

c. Programming of additional functions: 
To maintain ease of programming in Standard mode, certain of the device's functions may not be available in that mode. 
Therefore, certain specific solutions are reserved for Expert mode.

Example of an Expert mode display:

The following pages describe the movement detector objects visible in Expert mode. The objects visible depend on the 
parameterised functions. Basic information on Expert mode operation can be found in specific documentation.

6.1.1 ON/OFF function

When the movement detector switches to Presence mode *, a 1 will be sent by the bus to the linked group addresses via the 
OnOff object.
When switching to Absence mode **, a 0 will be sent by the bus to the linked group addresses.

* Presence: A movement is detected and the ambient brightness is below the threshold defined on the device.
** Absence: No movement is detected and the delay has expired. The lighting delay is reset at each new detection. The lighting 
delay can be set locally on the device's potentiometer.

6. Expert mode programming

6.1 Movement detector objects and functions in Expert mode

Tebis Tx
ETS

WDL511A application
Function

Icon Object name Object designation Length Flags

IOnOff Lighting channel
Status indication ON/OFF 1 bit K L E - -

Status indication.
in Presence mode *: 1
in Absence mode **: 0

OnOff Lighting channel
ON/OFF 1 bit K L - T -

Emission:
when switching to Presence 
mode *: 1
when switching to Absence 
mode **: 0

+ IOnOff
+ DimVal

OnOff 
DimCtrl 
 
Timer 

+ DimVal 

1 5
Expert Prog

ONOFF Info
Easy

111

Group Adr.

Add

10/4/68
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6.1.2 Timer ON/OFF function

In standard programming mode with the TX100, the duration of the delay is defined after link validation. The defined delay is 
transferred to the output module when downloading the TX100 programming.
The delay cannot be set in Expert mode; for that, a standard link has first to be set up between an input with the Timer function 
and an output. When the link is broken, the delay downloaded to the output remains stored in memory.
In Timer ON and Timer OFF operation, the delay is initiated by the emission of a 1 to the Timer object. The action to be 
performed, output module switched to ON or OFF for the set time, is stored in the output module. To save the function in the 
output, you must first create a link with a parameterised input with the desired ON or OFF function. The selected function remains 
stored in memory, even after link breakage.

When the luminosity level defined on the movement detector is exceeded (darkness), a 1 will be sent by the bus to the linked 
group addresses via the Timer object during a movement detection. The minimum time between two emissions is 10 seconds.

* Presence: A movement is detected and the ambient brightness is below the threshold defined on the device.
** Absence: No movement is detected and the delay has expired. The lighting delay is reset at each new detection. The lighting 
delay can be set locally on the device's potentiometer.

Tebis Tx
ETS

WDL511A application
Function

Icon Object name Object designation Length Flags

IOnOff Lighting channel
Status indication ON/OFF 1 bit K L E - -

Status indication.
in Presence mode *: 1
in Absence mode *: 1

Timer Lighting channel
Timer 1 bit K L - T -

Emission:
In the event of movement and a 
luminosity level below the 1 setting.

Minimum time between two 
emissions: 10 s
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6.1.3 Dimming level emission

While switching from Absence to Presence, an illumination value is sent by the bus via the DimVal object.

The  function defines the dimming value in Presence mode and the dimming value in Absence mode between 0 and 100 in 
10% steps. In the TX100's standard programming mode, these values are defined after link validation. This adjustment cannot be 
performed in expert mode; for this, you must link the input to a dimming output. The defined values remain stored in memory, 
even after link breakage.

* Presence: A movement is detected and the ambient brightness is below the threshold defined on the device.
** Absence: No movement is detected and the delay has expired. The lighting delay is reset at each new detection. The lighting 
delay can be set locally on the device's potentiometer.

Tebis Tx
ETS

WDL511A application
Function

Icon Object name Object designation Length Flags

IOnOff Lighting channel
Status indication ON/OFF 1 bit K L E - -

Status indication.
in Presence mode *: 1
in Absence mode **: 0

Dim Val Lighting channel
Illumination value 1 byte K L - T -

A x% dimming value is sent when 
switching from Absence ** to 
Presence *.

IOnOff Lighting channel
Status indication ON/OFF 1 bit K L E - -

Status indication.
in Presence mode *: 1
in Absence mode **: 0

Dim Val Lighting channel
Illumination value 1 byte K L - T -

A x% dimming value is sent when 
switching from Absence ** to 
Presence *.

A y% dimming value is sent when 
switching from Presence ** to 
Absence *.

X %

Y %

X %

X %

Y %
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6.1.4 Scene activation function

A scene activation request will be sent to the bus via the Scene object (Scene 1 to Scene 8) with the  function (scene) when 
switching to Presence mode.

A scene activation request will be sent to the bus with the  function (2-level scene) while switching to Presence mode or to 
Absence mode. In the TX100's standard programming mode, the scene numbers are defined after link validation. This 
adjustment cannot be performed in Expert mode; for this, the input must be linked to outputs in standard programming mode. The 
defined values remain stored in memory, even after link breakage.

* Presence: A movement is detected and the ambient brightness is below the threshold defined on the device.
** Absence: No movement is detected and the delay has expired. The lighting delay is reset at each new detection. The lighting 
delay can be set locally on the device's potentiometer.

Tebis Tx
ETS

WDL511A application
Function

Icon Object name Object designation Length Flags

IOnOff Lighting channel
Status indication ON/OFF 1 bit K L E - -

Status indication.
in Presence mode *: 1
in Absence mode **: 0

Scene Lighting channel
Scene 1 byte

A scene activation request will be 
sent when switching from 
Absence ** to Presence *

IOnOff Lighting channel
Status indication ON/OFF 1 bit K L E - -

Status indication.
in Presence mode *: 1
in Absence mode **: 0

Scene Lighting channel
Scene 1 byte K L - T -

A scene x activation request will be 
sent when switching from 
Absence ** to Presence *.

A y% dimming value is sent when 
switching from Presence ** to 
Absence *.

X

Y

X

Y
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